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plane, or indeed in 3-space? (The convex hull is the smallest convex set containing
all of the points.) How do we guard an art gallery with as few video cameras as
possible? Given a three-dimensionalobject, is there a mould for it from which it
could be removed? How do we plan a path for a robot, moving in the plane, to avoid
known polygonal objects? Even queryingof a databaseis turnedinto a geometrical
problem.
The book is very pleasantly and clearly written, with many arguments and
examples presentedin greatdetail, and exercises at the ends of chapters. This makes
it a good choice for a course text at the upper undergraduatelevel or higher. The
range of materialcovered is very impressive. And, as I said, there is ample scope
here for an undernourishedgeometricalintuition.
PETERGIBLIN
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Graphs and applications, an introductory approach, by Joan M. Aldous and
Robin J. Wilson. Pp. 444 plus CD-ROM. ?29.50. 2000. ISBN 1 85233 259 X
(Springer-Verlag).
This very clearly written textbook is based on the graphs component of the
Graphs,Networks and Designs (MT365) course of the Open University. This course
began in 1995, replacingthe earlierTM361 course, and readersmay well be familiar
with the book Graphs, an introductory approach, by Robin Wilson and John
Watkins,which was based on thatearliercourse.
The new book has many similaritiesto the old. The topics covered - Eulerian
and Hamiltonian graphs, trees, greedy algorithms, shortest path algorithms,
connectivity, planarity;colouring, etc. - are very much the same, but there is an
increasedemphasis on the computationalside. This is shown in a discussion of NPcompleteness and related mattersin the final chapter,and in the computeractivities
for which a CD-ROM is provided. This contains a database of all 1252 simple
graphs with up to seven vertices, and enables the user to construct and redraw
graphs, test for planarity, vertex colour the graphs, and so on. Throughout,the
exposition and lay-out are very clear; ideas are illustratedby examples, and simple
proofs are included. Problems,which are posed at appropriateplaces throughoutthe
text, have solutions at the end of the book, and each chapterfinishes with further
exercises (for which no solutions are provided).
The book would be ideal for self-study as well as for use as a course text. Its
approachand terminology are the same as those of the companion book Networks
and algorithms;an introductoryapproachby A. K. Dolan and J. M. Aldous (Wiley,
1994).
IAN ANDERSON
Departmentof Mathematics,Universityof Glasgow G12 8QW
Graph theory (2nd edn.), by Reinhard Diestel. Pp. 312. ?24. 2000. ISBN
0 387 98976 5 (Springer-Verlag).
This is the second edition of a book which first appearedin 1997 and which
does not seem to have been reviewed in the Gazette. It has alreadyestablisheditself
as an excellent 'moder' accountof graphtheory,readableand yet both rigorousand
scholarly. The level of sophisticationmakes it ideal for a postgraduatecourse; it
would, I think,be beyond the level of most undergraduatecourses in the UK.
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Noting that almost two decades had passed 'since the appearanceof these graph
theory texts that still set the agenda for most introductorycourses taught today', the
author asks in his introduction 'what are, today, the essential areas, methods and
results that should form the centre of an introductorygraphtheory course aiming to
equip its audiencefor the most likely developmentsahead?' The answerpresumably
is found in the choice of chapter topics : matchings; connectivity; planar graphs;
colouring;flows; substructuresin dense graphsand in sparsegraphs;Ramsey theory;
Hamiltoniancycles; randomgraphs;minors,trees and well-quasi-orderings.
Each chapter ends with scholarly notes of a bibliographical and historical
nature. These give a feel for how the subject is developing. Each chapteralso has a
set of exercises and, as a bonus, the second edition includes hints for all of these
exercises. This must make the book more attractiveas a course text.
The authorhas thoughtvery carefully abouthow to presenthis material. Topics
are dealt with thoroughly;for example, Kuratowski'stheorem on planar graphs is
carefully proved, and other characterisationsof planargraphssuch as those in terms
of cycle spaces (MacLane, 1937) and in terms of abstractduals (Whitney, 1933) are
presented. Some standardtheorems are presentedwith more than one proof. For
example, Menger's theorem (1927), which asserts that the minimum number of
vertices separatingvertices A and B is equal to the maximum number of disjoint
paths from A to B, has three different proofs, the third being an ingenious and
previously unpublished proof due to Bohme, Goring and Harant. As another
example, I mention the Perfect GraphTheoremof Lovasz (1972). A subgraphG' of
a graphG is induced if it is obtainedfrom G by throwingaway some of the vertices
of G and all the edges of G incident with these vertices. A graph is perfect if, for
every induced subgraphH, the chromaticnumberof H is equal to the clique number
of H, i.e. the largest value of r such thatH contains the complete graphon r vertices
as a subgraph.Lovasz's result is that a graphis perfect if and only if its complement
is perfect. Diestel gives Lovasz's original proof 'which is still unsurpassedin its
clarity and the amountof "feel" for the problemit conveys', as well as a very recent
shortlinearalgebraproof due to Gasparian(1996).
The biggest changes in the second edition occur in the final chapteron minors.
A graph X is a minor of Y if Y contains as a subgrapha graph G which can be
obtained from X by a sequence of edge contractions. The GraphMinor Theorem
'which dwarfs any otherresult in graphtheoryand may doubtlessbe counted among
the deepest theorems that mathematicshas to offer' asserts that in every infinite set
of finite graphs there must be two such that one is a minor of the other. A
sophisticatedway of saying this is that the finite graphs are well-quasi-orderedby
the minor relation. Robertsonand Seymourproved this result via a series of papers
totalling over 500 pages, so a full proof here is out of the question. Instead, an
outline of the proof is presented. However, in the second edition, Diestel presents
full new proofs of two of the majorRobertson-Seymour results, including the one
which asserts that excluding a graphH as a minor bounds the tree-widthif and only
if the graphH is planar.
The book has its own web site
http://www.math.uni-hamburg.de/home/diestel/books/graph.theory
where furtherinformationabout the book can be obtained. Undoubtedly,this is a
book which will be a standardgraduatetext for many years.
IAN ANDERSON
Departmentof Mathematics,Universityof Glasgow G12 8QW

